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ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of a searcher trying co detect a

target that moves among a finite set of cells, C = 1,.... N,

in discrete time, according Lo a specified Markov process. In

each time period the searcher chooses one cell to search.

Suppose the searcher is in cell j at time t. If the target is

in j, it is detected with probability p,. If the target is not

in j, no detection will occur in that time period. The set of

cells the searcher can choose in time t+l is denoted C,. If

T periods of time are available for search, the searcher's

objective is to maximize the probability of detecting the

target during the T searches.

We propose and implement a branch-and-bound procedure for

solving the problem above, using the expected number of

detections as the bound. We also propose and implement a

combination of two heuristics as an effective way of obtaining

approximate solutions in polynomial time.
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THESIS DISCLAIMER

The reader is cautioned that computer programs developed

in this research may not have been exercised for all cases of

interest. While effort has been made, within the time

available, to ensure that the programs are free of

computational and logic errors, they cannot be considered

validated. Any application of these programs without

additional verification is at the risk of the user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A searcher and target move in discrete time and space.

The number of time periods is T and the number of positional

cells is N. The target's initial position is given by r(i), a

probability distribution over the N cells. The searcher's

initial cell is specified. In each time period, one cell is

searched and, after the search, there is a target transition,

following a specified Markov transition matrix, r.

Suppose the searcher moves to cell j. If the target is in

j, it will be detected with probability p,. If the target is

not in cell j, no detection will occur in that time period. We

define Cj as the set of cells that the searcher can reach in

the next time period.

We choose as our Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) the

probability of detecting the target (PD) in T time periods,

and define our problem as finding a feasible path that, if

followed, will maximize this probability.

An efficient procedure for solving this problem was

proposed by Eagle and Yee [Ref. 1]. This method uses a branch-

and-bound algorithm, with the bounds computed using the Frank-

Wolfe Method (Ref. 21 to solve a relaxed nonlinear program.

This procedure was investigated by Caldwell [Ref. 33 in his
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master's thesis, where he identified the importance of a good

initial solution [p. 283 and observed the long running times

associated with larger problems [pp. 45-47].

In this thesis, we propose a new heuristic for obtaining

fast "good" initial solutions and a new bound, which is easy

and fast to compute, but is not as tight as the one used by

Eagle and Yee.

In Section B we will discuss the Eagle-Yet. branch-and-

bound procedure.

B. DISCUSSION OF EAGLE-YEE PKOCZ=%=

A network is composed of NxT nodes, as in Figure 1, where

each node represents one cell in a civen time period. We use

arcs to represent feasible moves for the searcher. Therefore,

Time Period

1 2 3 T-1 T

N .I N N, • __ _ .. ...

N '<=,

2N -- _ i

Figure 1 NxT Network with Sample Arcs
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if the searcher is in cell j at time t, a set of directed arcs

will connect this node to the nodes in C, at time t+l. The

network search problem is to find a feasible path t5hrough the

network which minimizes the probability of nondetection.

Eagle and Yee used a branch-and-bound solution procedure,

with the bound calculated by solving a "relaxed problem" (RP)

using the Frank-Wolfe method. In the RP, the integrality of

the searcher position is relaxed. Specifically, let x(i,j,t)

be the search effort flow from cell i at time t to cell j at

time t+l. The total search effort in cell j at time t then is

X(i, j) =i x(i,J, t-1) .

We also assume an exponential detection function; that

is, the probability of detection in cell j, given the target

is in that cell is 1 - exp(-atX(j,t)). Here a is the

detection race in cell j, and is such that p1 = 1 - exp(-a1 ).

Let 0 be the set of all feasible target paths and w be a path

in this set. We denote w(t) as the cell occupied by the target

at time t.

3



The RP, as stated by Eagle and Yee [Ref. 1, pp. 111] is:

Minimize

T

C -1 Uilw t cc,)

Subject to

Xic1  i,0- ~,9O=,i~ ..j~cx~i~j, 0-) -E xU~jk, 0) =0, j=1, ... ,N; ~ .. -

x(i,j,t) aO, 1,j=1, . .,N; t=0 ... T-1.

The Eagle-Yee procedure uses the fact that the feasible

region for the relaxed problem is convex, with linear network

constraints, and computes a lower bound to the solution of the

relaxed problem (RP) at each branch decision, using the Frank-

Wolfe method.

The Frank-Wolfe method for this problem proceeds by

solving a converging sequence of shortest path problems, where

the gradient of the objective function is the value to be

minimized.

The major advantage of the bounding procedure suggested

herein, is that each bound calculation requires the solution

4



of a single longest path problem. This new bounding procedure

will be explained in Chapter II.
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II. TEU NEW BOUND

As stated in Chapter I, the idea of modeling this problem

as a network, using a branch-and-bound algorithm with relaxed

constraints for the bound, is not new but the approach given

here uses a different bound that is easier to calculate.

Stewart [Ref. 4] relaxed the searcher's path constraints to

obtain a lower bound on PND. Eagle ard Yee maintained the path

constraints, but relaxed the binary condition on the

searcher's position. We will maintain both the searcher's path

and the binary constraints, but will bound the probability of

detection (PD) above by the expected number of detections.

A. CALCULATING AN UPPER BOUND ON PD

We start this section with some definitions, in addition to

those from Chapter I. Let S denote the set of feasible search

paths. Let s be a path in S. The cell being searched at time

t is identified as s(t). Let Q,(j, m) be the probability of

initial detection during times j,...,m when searcher follows

path s. Let D, be the number of detections occurring during

the search. Also, define P(D, W k) as the probability of k

detections when the searcher follows path s.

6



If T time periods are available for search, our problem

is finding PD = Q(I,T), where

Q(1,n =Max Q (1, 71. (equ 2.1)

One way of representing Q,(l,T) is by

Q,(1,T) =,P(D,=k). (eqn 2.2)
k=1

One important property of Q,(l,T) that will be used later

in this section is that the event of initial detection must

occur either in periods 1,...,m or m+l,...,T. So,

Q(1, T)=Q,(1,m) +Q,(m+÷,T) . (eqn 2.3)

The difficulty with using PD as the objective function is

that the choice of the cell to be searched at each time period

may depend on the searcher path up to that point. More

specifically, it depends on the current target distribution,

given all the search to date.

To address this difficulty, we solve the related but

simpler problem of finding the path that maximizes the

expected number of detections, E[D], as in Eagle and Washburn

[Ref. 51. The relation between these two problems becomes

apparent when we observe that
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T r

E[D3 ] =E kP(DD,=Ž P(D3 k)=Q.(1, T), (.qn 2.4)
k-1 k-1

where E(Dj] is the expected number of detections obtained when

the searcher follows path s. So E[D,] is an upper bound on

Q3 (I,T) and since this is true for all paths s E S, it is also

true that

E[D] *Max E[Dj] -Max Q,(, T) =Q(l, 7j. (eqn 2.5)
sEa ses

That is, E[D] is an upper bound on Q(l,T).

The problem of finding the path s maximizing E[D,] is

simpler than finding the path u maximizing Q.(1,T). This is

the case since the solution for the first problem can be

obtained using a longest path algorithm, as we will explain in

the next section.

What we need now is to understand how to use E(D] to

solve our problem. Suppose that our way of finding an optimal

search path consists of trying all possible paths, keeping

record of those giving the best results, and Q,(1,T), for some

u E S, is the best result so far. We, also, have been

following path s during times 1,...,m. We would like to know

8



if there exists an extention path s'(t), for t - m+l,....T,

such that

Qu(l,T)•e 8 (1,m)÷Q0,(m+1,T). (eqn 2.6)

If such extention path s' does not exist, we can

guarantee that any T time period path that is coincident with

s, during times 1, ... ,m, will give us a worse result than path

u. So we can discard all such paths. As an example, if m = 5,

T = 10 and at each time period the searcher can choose 5

different search cells, we are discarding 55 = 3125 paths.

The nonexistence of s' can be determined by maximizing

the probability of detection during times m+l,...,T, finding

Q(m+1,T) and comparing the result with Q,(1,T) - Q,(l,m). But

this maximization problem is still hard to solve, so we rely

again on our simplification and find the path s" that

maximizes the expected number of detections during times

m+1, ... , T, with no detections occurring during times 1, ... ,m,

obtaining E [D,.] , which is an upper bound on Q(m+1,T) . Then if

Q,(1,T)>Q,(1,m) +E[Da.] , (eqn 2.7)

we can discard all T time period paths that are coincident

with s from time period 1 though m.

B. MAXIMIZING TER EXPECTED NWU3ER OF DETECTIONS

In Section A we mentioned that the path maximizing the

expected number of detections can be obtained via a longest

9



path algorithm. In this section we show how this is

accomplished.

Define P(t) as the target probability distribution at

time t, where P(t,j) is the probability that the target is in

cell j at time ;. This distribution is obtained by the formula

P(t)= n(1) • r-1'; (eqn 2.8)

We can state our Longest Path Problem as finding the

path through the NxT node network that yields the maximum

total reward, where the reward p3 * P(t,j) is received when the

searcher visits cell j at time t. Then

TZSMax E ps. P (k, s(k)) (eqn 2.9)

Let Y(t), t 1,..., T be indicator random variables that

take value 1, if detection occurs at time t, or 0 otherwise.

Then the number of detections during 1,..., T when following

path s is equal to the sum of the Y(t),

T

D, =E Y(t) (equ 2.10)
t-1

Therefore, the expected number of detections is equal to the

sum of the expected values of Y(t). But since Y(t) takes value

1 with probability p,(, * P(t, s(t)), we can see that Z, the

10



solution of equation (2.9) is the maximum expected number of

detections.

Now, let r(t) be the target undetected probability mass

at time t. We use this notation since the undetected

probability mass at time 1 is the initial distribution of the

target, 7(1). Then, if the searcher follows path s,

x (t~l)= (t) - msl•") - , (eqn. 2.11)

where Mý3 ,( is a diagonal matrix with 1 for all diagonal entries,

except for the "s (t)" entry, which takes value 1 -p,(,. Now , if

the searcher followed path s through time k, compute P(t) by

P(t)= (k) - r -t t k. (eqn 2.12)

P(t, j) now gives the probability that the target is in cell

j at time t and was not detected during times 1, ... , k. So, we

can compute the maximum expected number of detections for

times k+l to T, with no detections occurring during times

1,...,k, using the same approach as before.

Further discussion on which Longest Path Algorithm to use

will be covered in Chapter III.

Now, it is necessary to study a way of finding a "good"

initial solution, since the better this solution is, the more

efficiently will the procedure perform.

11



C. A RHURISTIC TO FIND "GOODv SOLUTIONS

Another point that requires attention in a branch-and-

bound procedure, as in most iterative processes, is how to

obtain an initial solution. Usually, but not always, the

closer to the optimal solution we start, the faster the

procedure will perform. Therefore, it would be interesting to

be able to find a path yielding a high PD, if we could do it

fast.

One would initially suggest the path maximizing E[D] as

a natural candidate, since we will be finding this path any

way, and it seems reasonable to suppose that it would

guarantee a high PD. This may be true in some situations, but

not always, as we will see in an example.

Example 2.1: Suppose we have a three-cell p- -blem and a

stationary target that is in cell 1, with 34% probability, and

in cells 2 or 3, with 33% probability each. Let pi = 1.0 in all

cells. We also assume there are three time periods available

and the searcher can choose any cell to search in each period.

The path maximizing E[D,] = 1.02 is (1,1,1), with PD = 0.34,

while one of the paths maximizing PD would be (1,2,3), with

PD = 1.0.

The example above shows us the deficiency associated with

using E[DI as a criterion in choosing a path: if we want to

maximize E(D,], we will try to search in those cells with

12



higher PD, without considering the fact that we might have

searched there before. But we can still use this idea in an

heuristic. In this heuristic we update the target undetected

distribution after the search in each time period. The

pseudocode for the heuristic is as follows:

PROCEDURE Heuristic_.;

1 Path(O) := Initial cell of searcher;

2 FOR t := 1 TO T

3 Let Path(t-I) be the searcher's cell;

4 Find extention path s' maximizing E[D,] for times

t....,T, given no detection during times 1,...

5 Path(t) := s'(t);

6 Compute w(t+l) from i(t);

7 Compute PD following Path;

8 Return Path and PD.

Since this procedure updates, in each time period, the

target distribution, given that no detection has occurred

during the previous search, we would expect better results. If

we apply the Heuristic 1 procedure to the problem in example

2.1, we would obtain Path = (1,2,3) and PD = 1.0.

It is interesting to observe that if at line 4 of the

pseudocode, instead of maximizing E[DI for times t, .... T,

given no detection during times 1 ... ,t-l, we were maximizing

13



Q, (t-t), the probability of first detection at time t, we

would have the myopic search (Ref. 61.

The result of this heuristic applied to different

problems will be discussed in Chapter IV.

14



III. IMPLEMENTATION

The appendix includes the program FindPath, which is our

computer implementation of the algorithm. This program was

developed using the Pascal programming language. In this

Chapter, the pseudocode for the different functions and

procedures used will be presented.

A. THE LONGEST PATH ALGORITHM

The Longest Path Algorithm used in this implementation

was adapted from Cormen, Leiserson and Rivest [Ref. 7]. Since

the network used to model our problem has arcs that can be

traversed only in the direction of increasing time, it is a

directed acyclic graph (DAG), and we choose the DAG Longest

Path Algorithm [Ref. 7, p. 536] to compute the longest path at

each branch decision of the branch-and-bound procedure.

The basic technique in this algorithm is called

relaxation. Let IniDist = Q,(l,k-1), where s is the path

followed by the searcher for times 1, ... ,k-1. For each node in

our network we define three attributes: (i) Distance(t,j),

which is a lower bound on the total reward incurred in

following path s during times 1, ... , k-1 and following any

extention path from cell s(k) at time k to cell j at time t,

t > k; (ii) Pred(tj), which indicates the cell in time t-i in

15



the path from s(k) at time k to j at time t; and (iii)

Reward(t,j), which will take the value of P(tj), given by

equation (2.12)

In a Longest Path Problem, we collect a reward in using

an arc, not a node. Therefore, we assign the value of

Reward(t,j) to all arcs leaving cell j at time t. With this

assignrr.ent, Distance(t, j) is calculated considering the search

performed up to time t-1.

The first step is to initialize all the attributes, which

is performed by the following procedure [Ref. 7, p. 520).

PROCEDURE Initialize(s(k), k, IniDist)

1 FOR t :_ k TO T+1

2 FOR j := I TO N

3 Distance(t,j) :- -1;

4 Pred(t,j) :- 0;

5 Compute Reward(t,j);

6 Distance(s(k), k) - IniDist;

The process of relaxing a nr-e is accomplished by

determining whether Distance (t, u) - p. * Reward (t, u) is larger

than the present value of Distance (t+l,v), for cells u and v.

If this is the case, both Distance(t+1,v) and Pred(t+1,v) are

updated.

16



PROCEDURE Relax (u, v, t)

1 Dummy := Distance(t,u) + p. * Reward(t,a);

2 IF Distance(t+l,v) < Dummy

3 THEN Distance(t+l,v) := Dummy;

4 Pred(t+l,v) := u;

We now create a function to find the longest path in the

network, given that some path s was followed up to time k-I (k

can be equal to one).

FUNCTION DAGLong_ Pathl (s (k) , k, IniDist, Path)

1 Initialize (s (k),k, IniDist);

2 FOR t := k TO T

3 FOR j := I TO N

4 FOR each cell v IE C

5 Relax(j, v, t);

6 Temp 0;

7 FOR j : TO N

8 IF Distance(T+1,j) a Temp

9 THEN Temp := Distance (T+l,j);

10 Path(t) := Pred(T+l,j);

11 FOR t := T-1 DOWNTO k

12 Path(t) := Pred(t+2, Path(t+l));

13 DagLong Pathl := Temp;

17



This function will return both the path maximizing E[DI

and the value of E[D,] for this path, and will be used in

computing a initial solution for the problem (see Heuristicl,

Section II.C).

Since the only information necessary for bounding is

E[D], no matter with which path this is accomplished, a

different version of this function is used in the branch-and-

bound procedure, DagLong_Path2, without the Pred(t,j)

attribute and with lines 10 to 12 of the pseudocode deleted.

B. A RECURSIVE BRANCH PROCEDURE

First we defined a new function, Update, which will

update the target distribution after the search performed in

the present time period, before advancing in time.

FUNCTION UpDate(Reward, t, j)

1 Dummy := pi * Reward(t, j);

2 Reward(t,j) := Reward(t,j) - Dummy;

3 UpDate = Dummy;

With the help of the function DagLongPath2, we can

implement a procedure which will perform the task of deciding

whether is it necessar1 to branch one step ahead in time,

updating the target distribution after the search on the

present time, or Lo "fathom" the trial path and restart with

another path. With the objective of increasing the flexibility

of the program in solving problems of ditferent sizes, both in

18



number of cells and time available, this branch procedure was

implemented in a recursive form. This way, whenever it is

necessary to advance in time, the procedure calls itself,

until the trial path is "fathomed" or it reaches time T.

Let Reward (t) be the vector in N-space of Rewardc(t,j) and

let PBest and BestPath be the best value for PD and respective

path obtained so far. Let Cover(t) be equal to Q,(1, t), for

some trial path s.

PROCEDURE Branch (j, t)

1 IF t < T

2 THEN Dummy Dag Long Path2(j, t, Cover(t-1))

3 IF Dummy z PBest

4 THEN Update (Reward, t, j);

5 FOR each v 6 Cj

6 Reward(t+1) Reward(t) r;

7 Branch (v, t+1);

8 ELSE Update(Reward, t, j);

9 IF Cover(t) z PBest

10 THEN PBest := Cover(t);

11 BestPath := Path;

For a better understanding of the procedure Branch,

suppose we reach line 7 of the pseudocode at time t. When we

branch ahead in time, all the information contained in local

variables (defined only within the procedure) on the present

19



call of the function is stored in a stack, waiting until the

termination of the next call of Branch. In this case, another

cell from C is tested until no more cells are left. In this

case, Branch moves back in time, to the previous call.

If the problem we are working with is very large, it may

be necessary to provide more memory for the stack than is

available in the platform. To prevent this, all variables used

in Branch are defined to be global variables, which are

available to all procedures used in the program and will not

be stored in the stack.

C. COMMENTS IN USING PASCAL INSTEAD OF FORTRAN

The Eagle-Yee procedure was implemented in FORTRAN. Our

goal in implementing this new procedure in Pascal to make use

of some of the features available in this language not present

in FORTRAN. Among others, we can mention:

0 The ability to define recursive procedures, which

increases the flexibility of the program, and allows

simpler and more compact code;

* Dynamic memory allocation, which, also, increases the

flexibility of the code;

0 Pointer variables are already defined in the language.

This simplifies the construction and operation of linked

lists, trees and other dynamic data structures; and

20



0 User defined data types, which enable the creation of

more elaborate and intuitive data structures.

D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM

As any other branch-and-bound procedure, it may be

necessary to verify all possible paths before termination,

since we may have the situation where all paths are optimal or

near optimal. In this worst case scenario, if at most c cells

are available to the searcher in each time period, the

procedure Branch will be executed, using the 0-notation, 0(cT)

times. Therefore, we can not guarantee a solution in

polynomial time. This was already expected, since this problem

is known to be NP-Hard (Trummel and Weisinger, (Ref. 8]).

We also identify the higher sensitivity of the algorithm

to the number of time periods for search in the problem, as

the number of iterations, in the worst case scenario,

increases geometrically with T, while its growth is bounded by

a polynomial as c increases, for T fixed.

Another interesting characteristic is that the difficulty

in solving the problem is independent of N, the number of

cells in the problem, depending only on the number of cells in

Cj, for each cell j. Therefore, it makes no difference, at the

moment, if we are dealing with a grid of c or c2 cells, for

example. This changes when we consider the computations

required for computing the target distribution in each time
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period, since this distribution is calculated for all cells

and requires multiplication of a N-vector by the N x N

transition matrix. If the transition matrix is represented in

an adjacency list structure, only the non-zero values will be

used in the vector multiplication. Since non-zero entries exit

only in each row j for those cells in C,, it is bounded by c.

Therefore, the computational effort in finding the target

distribution in times 1 to T is O((N)(c)(T)).

Let's consider the running time required for the

heuristic proposed in Section II.C. The computation of the

target distribution in time periods t, . .. ,T is O((N) (c) (T-t)),

or linear in the size of the network, if the transition matrix

is represented in an adjacency list structure. The solution of

the longest path problem is also linear in the size of the

network (Ref. 7, p. 536]. Both computations are executed

inside a main loop from times 1 to T. Therefore, the heuristic

running time is O((N) (c) (T2)), representing a real improvement

in computational time compared to the branch-and-bound

procedure. On the other hand, we are not guaranteed to obtain

even near-optimal solutions.

Although good results were observed when applying the

heuristic on some of the problems in the OR literature, we can

identify situations where it might not work so well. These

situations will be analyzed in Chapter IV.
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IV. TEST RESULTS

In this Chapter we will present some of the results

obtained applying the procedure on problems with different

characteristics. Section A involves the comparison with the

Eagle-Yee procedure.

A. TESTS AGAINST EAGLE-YEE PROCEDURE

In Eagle and Yee [Ref. 1, p. 114], three different 10-

time period search problems were solved. These problems

involved 3x3, 5x5 and 7x7 grids, with the searcher starting in

cell 1 and the target starting in the other corner of the grid

(cells 9, 25 and 49, respectively). Figure 2 represents the

situation for the 5x5 grid problem.

Searcher

1 __ 2 , 3 4_ 5_

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21122 23 24 125

Target

Figure 2 The 5 x 5 Grid
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In each time period, the searcher can choose to stay in

the same cell or move to an adjacent cell. A cell is adjacent

to another if they share a common side. Similarly, the target

remains in its present cell with probability 0.4 or moves to

one of the adjacent cell, with all adjacent cells being

equally likely to be chosen. The probability of detection in

each cell is defined to be 1 - e-.

In an attempt to compare solutions and running times,

both procedures were applied on the three problems listed

above. The platform used was the AMDAHL 5990-700A mainframe at

the Naval Postgraduate School. The solutions obtained with

both procedures were equal. The computational results are

summarized in Table I.

As we can observe in Table I, the new procedure usually

will require more node evaluations, although it requires less

TABLE I COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Grid Eagle-Yee New
Size

# Node CPU Time # Node CPU Time
Evaluations (Seconds) Evaluations (Seconds)

3 x 3 6,208 17.75 9,660 4.35

5 x 5 3,686 31.37 3,398 3.80

7 x 7 1,945 7.77 2,083 3.46
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computational time. An explanation to this result is that the

amount of calculations in each branch decision in the new

procedure is smaller than in the Eagle-Yee procedure, but the

bound used may not be so tight. As the probability of

detection increases, the expected number of detections becomes

a less efficient bound. This is encountered, for example, when

the target probability mass is spread over most of the N cells

or the initial distance between searcher and target is small.

This explains why the new procedure branches more in the 3x3

problem than in the 7x7. This also affects the efficiency of

the Eagle-Yee procedure. As a reference, Table II lists the

computational results obtained using a total enumeration

program. This program, developed in Pascal, tests all possible

paths.

TABLE II COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS WITH TOTAL ENUMERATION

Total EnumerationGrid Size # Node CPU Time
Evaluations (Seconds)

3 x 3 667,030 43.79

5 x 5 1,582,194 303.90

7 x 7 1,708,266 666.04
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Figure 3 is the result of solving the 3x3 and 7x7 grid

problems with different values for T, the number of time

periods available. The vertical axis scale is logarithmic.

Therefore, straight lines represent exponential growth. We can

observe that the new procedure, on the observed range, runs

faster than the Eagle-Yee procedure. While the running time

still grows exponentially with the number of time periods,

Running TMune on the 3x Grid Running Trme on the 7x7 Grid

loc IMi

1101 
*100

up j" 10"

10.1 NM_ I 1

10 it 10 14
Tb. Pah rd- rOM

Figure 3 Plot of Running Time vs Time Periods Available

this growth is not so accentuated in the 7x7 grid problem.

Recalling from Table I, running times using the new procedure,

for both 3x3 and 7x7 grid problems with 10 time periods, were

of same order of magnitude. If the number of time periods

increases to 12, we will obtain 48.30 and 9.57 seconds,

respectively, as running times. If we consider that the number

of feasible paths for the searcher increases about 16 times

when we increase the number of time periods by 2, we see that
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the new procedure is not performing well in the 3x3 grid

problem, while it still "filters" much of the growth in the

7x7 grid case.

In Section B we will vary some characteristics of the

problems above, like initial distance searcher-target and

probability of detection in each cell, to verify how the

performance of the new procedure is affected.

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON THE NEW PROCEDURE

Since E[D] is an upper bound on PD, if we let the values

of pj, for all cells j, approach zero, our bound would become

more tight. In this case the procedure should pertorm better

than with higher values for pj. Table III was obtained solving

the same grid problems above with 12 time periods and using

three different values for p,: 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9. In this table,

we can observe that the procedure performs better if the pj are

small.

TABLE III RUNNING TIMES (IN SECONDS) FOR DIFFERENT p3

Grid Size Probability of detection in each cell

0.3 0.6 0.9

3x3 15.23 43.91 87.41

Sx5 10.80 31.83 49.98

7x7 9.33 9.45 10.02
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Another characteristic that will affect the performance

of the new procedure is the initial distance searcher-target.

If the searcher is initially close to the target, the

probability of multiple detections is large and E[D] will not

be an efficient bound. The same situation was already observed

by Caldwell [Ref. 3,p. 461 regarding the Eagle-Yee procedure.

Table IV compares the running times of the new procedure when

applied on our grid problems, with 12 time periods

available, pj = 1 - e-1 and the target initially on the center

of the grid and on the opposite corner. Except for the 5x5

grid problem, the running times observed when the target

starts in the corner are smaller than when it starts in the

center of the grid or closer to the searcher. One explanation

of the result observed with the 5x5 grid problem is that the

initial solution obtained with the heuristic was better with

the target starting in the center.

TABLE IV RUNNING TIME FOR DIFFERENT TARGET INITIAL POSITION

Running Time (Seconds) for Different
Initial Grid Sizes

Position of
Target 3x3 5x5 7x7

Center 73.84 33.97 28.27

Corner 48.30 34.80 9.57
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Another characteristic that affects the efficiency of

both procedures is the symmetry of the problem. If the problem

is symmetric, several optimal or near-optimal paths will be

present and the procedure will have to test all. This is the

situation we observe in the problems we have been working

with. One way to address this situation would be to verify if

the problem is symmetric before trying to solve it. This can

be accomplished by computing the target distribution for all

time periods and checking if the searcher initial position

would yield symmetry. If this is the case, we could solve the

problem only to one general direction of motion, clockwise or

counter-clockwise. We would still guarantee optimality and

would require less computational effort.

The last characteristic of the search problem we will

test in this section is the number of cells in C. In Section

III.C we observed that the size of the problem is bounded by

a polynomial if we fix the number of time periods and increase

the number of reachable cells in each time period. So, we

change our grid problems to include as adjacent the cells that

share a corner with another. Therefore, diagonal moves are

feasible. In Table V we compare running times for the 10 time

period grid problems when diagonal moves are allowed. Two

important aspects have to be considered when comparing the

results: (i) The maximum number of adjacent cells almost
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double when we allow diagonal moves, from 5 to 9; and (ii) The

initial distance searcher-target decreases. The combined

action of these changes causes a large variatir'n on running

times. But if we consider that the size of our problems

increased, approximately, (9/5)'o - 357 times, w( can see that

the procedure still performs efficiently.

TABLE V RUNNIN3 TIMES WITHOUT/WITH DIAGONAL MOVEMENT

Running Times (Seconds)
Grid Size Without/With Diagonal Moves

No Yes

3 x 3 4.35 100.01

5 x 5 3.80 30.97

7 x 7 3.46 35.84

In this section, we were able to verify that the

efficiency of the new procedure is higher when solving

problems with large number of cells. In Section C, we will

test the new procedure on larger problems.

C. SOLVING LARGER PROBLEKS

In Section A, we observed that the new procedure is more

efficient when the target prcbability mass is spread over a

large number of cells. Therefore, we would expect to obtain

relatively fast solutions to problems involving larger grids.
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In this section, we will test the procedure on problems

involving larger grids or more time periods available.

The first problem to be solved will have almost the same

structure as those solved in the previous sections. It will be

a 15x15 grid problem, with diagonal moves allowed and with the

same transition matrix for the target. The searcher will start

in cell 1 and the target in the center of the grid, cell 113.

There are 15 time periods available for search.

Table VI lists a summary of the results of applying the

new procedure to this problem.

In this problem, the paths maximizing PD involve an

initial approach to the center of the target probability mass,

followed by what resembles a systematic search around the

initial position of the target.

We can observe in Table VI that the computational effort

TABLE VI SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE 15x15 GRID PROBLEM

E[D] 0.252615

PD given by Heuristic 1 0.196377

Maximum PD 0.197461

Running Time 1248.49 # Node 104,060
(Seconds) Evaluations

Optimal Paths

1 17 33 49 65 81 97 113 128 114 98 113 112 128 114 i13
1 17 33 49 65 81 97 113 114 128 112 113 98 114 128 113
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in solving this problem is considerably larger than in the

previous problems. We also can observe that the PD obtained

with the heuristic differs from the optimal PD by only 0.001.

The running time associated with the heuristic, 0.87 seconds,

is insignificant when compared with the time required for

solving the optmization problem. Therefore, in cases where a

fast "good" solution is more important than waiting for an

optimal solution, the simple application of the heuristic

might be indicated. Figure 4 gives a graphical representation

of the first optimal path listed in Table VI.

In Section D we will discuss further the advantages and

disadvantages of using the heuristic instead of the branch-

and-bound procedure.

The next problem we tried to solve was almost equal to

the first 7x7 grid problem presented in Section A, with the

difference that 18 time periods would be available for search.

An extrapolation from the data in Figure 2 indicated a running

time of about 40 minutes. But after 2 hours, the program was

still running.

As we can observe, although the branch-and-bound

procedure still solves relatively large problems, it may

require more computational time than it is available.

Therefore, in cases like these, obtaining a "good"

solution with an heuristic might be the only alternative. In

Section D we will analyze the results obtained with the
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Figure 4 Graphical Representation of an Optimal Path

heuristic and identify some situations were the heuristic

might not perform well.

D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE HEURISTIC

Our main objective in proposing an heuristic was to

increase the efficiency of the branch-and-bound procedure, by

obtaining an initial guess for the solution of the problem.

But, as the size of the problem increases, it may only be

feasible to apply an heuristic. This is the situation usually

encountered when trying to solve problems that are NP-Complete

or NP-Hard, like the one we are attempting to solve.
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Eagle (Ref. 9] proposed an heuristic using moving horizon

policies. In this thesis we propose a new one, which was

presented in Section II.C. In this section we will test the

performance of the heuristic on different problems.

We will first compare the solution of the heuristic and

the optimal solution for some of the problems solved so far.

Table VII lists the probability of detection and running time

obtained with the heuristic and the branch-and-bound procedure

for some of the previous problems.

As we can see from Table VII, the heuristic returned a

path that is optimal or near-optimal in each case, while

requiring only a fraction of the computational effort used by

the branch-and-bound procedure. But it is easy to find

examples on which the heuristic will not perform well.

TABLE VII RESULTS OBTAINED WITH HEURISTIC AND B-B PROCEDURE

Grid Time Branch-and-Bound Heuristic
Size Periods

PD Run Time PD Run Time
(Seconds) (Seconds)

3 x 3 10 0.610077 4.35 0.610077 0.014

5 x 5 10 0.358207 3.80 0.358078 0.033

7 x 7 10 0.138220 3.46 0.138220 0.054

3 x 3 12 0.674862 49.36 0.672843 0.019

7 x 7 14 0.314574 141.57 0.314396 0.107

15 x 15 15 0.197461 1248.49 0.196377 0.869
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Example 4.1: Suppose, for example, that we have the one

dimensional problem depicted in Figure 5. In this case, the

target is stationary; initial distribution as shown in Figure

5; p) is 1.0 for all cells j; and in each time period the

searcher can choose to stay in the same cell or move to an

adjacent cell. There are three time periods available for

search and the searcher starts in cell 4.

In this example, paths (3, 2, 2), (5, 6, 6) and (5, 6, 7)

maximize E[D,]. But only one will be stored by the heuristic.

Searcher

1/3 I 1/3 1/3
2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 5 Grid and Target Distribution for Example 4.1

So, depending on how this path is chosen, we may choose cell

3 as the first to be searched. In this case, we will obtain

1/3 for PD, instead of 2/3 obtained with the path (5, 6, 7).

Therefore, it is important to create a criterion for breaking

ties among paths with the same E[DJ]. We may consider as a

"tie" if different paths yield results that differ by less

than some small positive number, say e.
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The criterion we adopted is to choose the path maximizing

E[D] with the highest PD. This criterium will detect the

situation observed above, but will increase the complexity of

the heuristic to O((N 2 ) (c) (T2)), since it may be necessary to

compute PD for N different paths.

We can create another example were the heuristic will not

perform well by changing the target initial distribution to

3/7 in cell 2, 2/7 in cells 6 and 7. In this case, the path

maximizing E[DJ] is (3, 2, 2) and the path maximizing PD is

(5, 6, 7). These paths are completely different. Since the

heuristic works by choosing the cell maximizing E[D,] in each

time period, there is no way to prevent this situation. But a

slightly modified heuristic may help.

The idea behind this second heuristic is that although

the paths maximizing PD may be different from those maximizing

E[DJ], they might also yield high values for E[DJ]. Suppose

that we are verifying which cell will be searched in time t

and that we just searched cell j in time period t-l. Instead

of choosing the cell in C that maximizes E[D,], we compute PD

associated with the paths maximizing E[D,] for all cells in C1,

with our next cell being the one which yields higher PD. This

will not guarantee us the best choice of cell to search, but

may correct some "bad" choices from the first heuristic. On

the other hand, it also makes "bad" choices, so the best
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option is to run both heuristics in tandem. This way, we hope,

we will be able to get solutions close to optimal.

In our example, at least, the solution for the second

heuristic would be the path (5, 6, 7) and PD = 4/7, the

optimal solution.

Since we have to solve the longest path problem for all

adjacent cells in each time period, the complexity of this

heuristic is O((N 2 ) (c 2 ) (T2 )) . This is still a large improvement

when compared with the branch-and-bound procedure. The

following is the pseudocode for this heuristic.

PROCEDURE Heuristic_2;

1 Path(O) := initial position of searcher;

2 FOR t := 1 TO T

3 Let Path(t-l) be the searcher's cell;

4 FOR all cells j in C,,

5 Find path s, maximizing E[D,] for times t, .... T,

given no detections during times I,....t-1;

6 Compute PD(j) from s,;

7 Path(t) := k such that PD(k) Max, PD(j);

8 Update (Reward, t, k) ;

9 Compute PD following Path;

10 Return Path and PD.

Our next example will show how this second heuristic

performs in a more realistic problem.
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Example 4.2: Suppose we have a 10 cells grid as in Figure 6.

The searcher starts in cell 1 and the target in cell 5. In

each time period the searcher can choose to stay in its

present cell or move to an adjacent cell. A cell is adjacent

to another if they share a side. Except for cells 2 and 10, in

the next time period, the target will stay in its present cell

10

1 2 3

Tu"•
4 5 6

9

Figure 6 Grid for Example 4.2

with probability 0.2 or move to an adjacent cell, with all

adjacent cells equally likely to be chosen. If the target

reaches cell 2 it moves with probability 1.0 to cell 10, where

it remains. The value for p, is 1.0, except by cell 10, where

Plo = 0.0. Therefore, if the target reaches cell 10, it will

not be detected.
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This problem models the situation where the target can

evade detection. Using our experience, we can see that if

number of time periods, T, is small, the best tactic might be

to search different cells in the grid. But if T is larger than

some threshold value, the optimal tactic would be to prevent

the target from escaping. Table VIII lists the results of

solving this problem for T = 15.

As we can observe from the results, our first heuristic

fails in preventing the target from evading undetected. This

happens because the path maximizing E[D] is considerably

distinct from the path maximizing PD. The second heuristic

identified this situation and returned a better path, although

not optimal. But the running time for both heuristics was 0.13

TABLE VIII RESULTS FOR EXAMPLE 4.2

E[D] 1.423703

Path 1125858588888888

PD Heuristic 1 0.750316

Path 1125885588558855

PD Heuristic 2 0.800887

Path 1125222222225885

Optimal PD 0.806198

Paths 1125222222558855

1225222222558855
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seconds, while computing the optimal solution required 112.69

seconds. Therefore, since it is difficult to decide which

heuristic to use before trying to solve the problem, the best

procedure may be running both heuristics and choosing the path

with higher PD.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Our main objective in this thesis was to present a new

branch-and-bound procedure for computing optimal search paths.

This new procedure has been shown to be efficient when tested

against the Eagle-Yee procedure. We can not conclude that any

of these two procedures is better than the other for all

possible applications, but the new procedure required less

computational effort than the Eagle-Yee procedure in all

problems solved in this thesis. We were also able to verify

which characteristics of a problem might affect the efficiency

of the new procedure. As a general guideline, it will perform

better if PD is small. In this case, the expected number of

detections is a tighter upper bound.

Although we were able to implement the branch-and-bound

procedure, we observe that as the size of the problem

increases, the computational effort required in solving it

grows extremly fast.

We also proposed two heuristics, both based in computing

paths maximizing the expected number of detections, E(D].

In the first heuristic, the cell to be searched in time

period k is the one that maximizes the expected number of

detections for t = k,...,T. In the second heuristic, if cell

j was searched at time k-1, the cell to be searched in time
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period k is the cell in C, for which the path maximizing the

expected number of detections yields the larger PD. The values

for PD obtained with the combination of these two heuristics

were close to the optimal PD, but required only a fraction of

the computational effort required for the branch-and-bound

procedure.

Therefore, if a fast approximate solution is more

important than an optimal solution, using one of the

heuristics may be indicated.

Since it may be impractical to identify which heuristic

will perform better in each different scenario, we suggest the

use of both.
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APPENDIX

PROGRAM FindPath;

iThis pro~gram uses a branch-and-bound procedure, with the bound givenI
1by the expected number of detections, to identify the optimal paths
Ifor the path constrained search problem.

It includes two heuristics for finding "good" initial solutions.

a Author: LCDR Gustavo Martins, Brazilian Navy
Date: 02/26/93

Uses DOS; (Unit DOS is used for timming)

CONST MTime - 25; (Maximum # of time steps)
MCell = 225; (Maximum # of cells)
Eps = 0.0001; (Small positive number)
Alpha = 0.63212; (Default prob. of detection}

TYPE PAdj = ATAdj;
PMar = ^TMar;
pMR = AMatrixR;

PMI = AMatrixI;
TAdj = RECORD

Head : INTEGER;
Next : PAdj;

END;
TMar = RECORD

Node INTEGER;
Pij REAL;
Next : PMar

END;

AdjList = ARRAY(l..MCell] OF PAdj;
VectorR = ARRAY(1..MCell] OF REAL;
VectorI = ARRAY[1..MCell] OF INTEGER;
PathI = ARRAY(0..MTime] OF INTEGER;
PathR = ARRAY[0..MTime] OF REAL;
MatrixR = ARRAY[I..MTime + 1] OF VectorR;
MatrixI = ARRAYtl..MTime + 1] OF VectorI;
MarkovR = ARRAY[1..MCell] OF PXar;

VAR Reward PMR; (Matrix of rewards associated
with each node}

Cell : AdjList; {Adjacency matrix in linked
list form)

I, K, T, J : INTEGER; {Duimmy variables)
LTime, NCell : INTEGER; {# of time steps and cells

in the input problem)
Searcher : INTEGER; {Initial position of searcher)
PP, TP : PAdj; (Dummy pointers)
DataIn, DataOut : TEXT; (Input and output files)
Ini, PD : VectorR; (Ini: Initial distribution

of target
PD: Probability of detection
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for each cell)
Mat MarkovR; {Transition matrix in iinked

list form)
OpPath, Path Pathl; {Vec.-rs for recording the path

of the searcher)
BPath : PathI; {Idem}
Sol : REAL; {Present best solution}
Cover PathR; (Vector that keeps track of

the probability mass covered
at each step)

Counter : INTEGER; {Count number of iterations)
Temp, Dif : REAL; (Used to control running time)
Hour, Minute WORD; {Idem}
Second, Hundred : WORD; {Idem}

{.+++++++++++++++++++÷++++++++++++÷+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++....
PROCEDURE ReadData(VAR DataIn TEXT;

VAR Mat : MarkovR;
VAR Cell AdjList);

This procedure reads the input file.The input file must be on following format:NCell LTime Searcher

Ini (Initial distribution, as a list: Cell Prob Cell Prob...)

1, it cells have prob of detect different of 1 - EXP(-l);
0, otherwise

Transition Matrix, with each line corresponding to one cell:
First two values are Cell and Prob. detect. in that cell
If you use 0 atove, you can use 0.0 as Prob. detect.
then YextCell Prcib NextCell Prob NextCell Prob...

Adjacency list for the searcher:
Cell NextCell NextCell...

VAR I, J, K : INTEGER;
PP l: PAdj;
PP2 : PMar;
Prob, Pj : REAL;
DifPE : BOOLEAN;

BEGIN (Procedure ReadData}
READLN(DataIn, NCell, LTime, Searcher);
READLN(Dataln);
FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO
BEGIN

Ini(I] := 0.0;
Cell[I] :N NIL;
Mat [I] := NIL

END;
WHILE NOT EOLN(DataIn) DO
BEGIN

READ(DataIn, K, Prob):
Ini[K] := Prob
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END;
READLN (DataIn);
KEADLN(Dataln)i
READLN(DataIn, K);
Dif PD := (K = 1);
IF NOT DifPD THEN

FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO
PD[I] := Alpha;

READLN(DataIn);
FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO
BEGIN

READ(Dataln, K, Pj);
WHILE NOT EOLN(DataIn) DO
BEGIN

IF Dif_ PI THEN PD(I] := Pj;
READ(DataIn, J, Prob);
PP2 := Mat[J];
New(Mat[J]);
Mat[J]. Node := I;
Mat([J].Pij := Prob;
Mat[J]'.Next := PP2

END
END;
READLN (DataIn);
FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO
BEGIN

READ (DataIn, K);
WHILE NOT EOLN(DataIn) DO
BEGIN

READ(DataIn, J);
PP1 := Cell[I];
NEW (Cell [I]) ;
Cell[I]^.Head J;
Cell[I]A.Next := PP1

END
END;

END; {Procedure ReadData}

{ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.. +++.++++++++++++.+++++++.++++. }
PROCEDURE VecMatProd(VecIn : VectorR;

Mat : MarkovR;
VAR VecOut : VectorR);

This procedure returns the vector obtained by postmultipling the row

vector Vecln by the matrix Mat, where mat is in linked list form.

VAR I : INTEGER;
TP : PMar;

BEGIN {Procedure VecMatProd}
FOR I :1 1 TO NCell DO
BEGIN

VecOut[I] := 0;
TP := Mat[I];
WHILE TP <> NIL DO
BEGIN
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VecOut[I] := VecOut(I] + VecIn[TP'.Node] * TP>.Pij;
TP := TP*.Next

END
END;

END; (Procedure VecMatProd}

{ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.+++++++++.+..+++++++++.++++++++.+. }

FUNCTION UpDate(Node, Time INTEGER;
VAR FReward PMR): REAL;

This function updates the target distribution after the search in
Icell Node in time period Time, and returns the probability of initial
'detection in that time period.

VAR Temp : REAL;

BEGIN (Function UpDate}
Temp := PD[Node] * FReward^[Time, Node];
FCostA[Time, Node] := FRewardA[Time, Node] - Temp;
UpDate := Temp;

END; {Function UpDate}

S++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.++++++++++.+++++++++.+++++.}
FUNCTION Dag_LongPathl(Source, Step INTEGER;

IniDist REAL;
Reward PMR;
VAR Expect REAL): REAL;

This Function computes the Longest Path, given the present position,
Ithe present time step and the matrix with the reward associtated with
1each node.
, The output is the Longest Path, the total reward (expected number of
I detections) and the probability of detection associated with this
I path.

VAR Connected BOOLEAN; Guarantee network constraints)
I, T INTEGER; Index variables)
PP PAdj; Pointer)
Temp, Best REAL; Dummy variable)
Parent PHI; Predecessor attribute)
Distance PMR; Distance attribute}
BReward PMR; Reward attribute)
TPath PathI; Dummy path variable}

.+...++÷++.. ÷.÷..+++÷++.+++. }
PROCEDURE Initialize l(Source, Step INTEGER;

IniDist REAL;
VAR CReward PMR);

VAR I, T INTEGER;

BEGIN (Procedure Initialize_1)
FOR T := Step To LTime + 1 DO
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FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO
BEGIN

Distance^[T, I] := -1.0;
Parent^[T, I] 0

END;
DistanceA[Step, Source] := IniDist;
FOR T := Step TO LTime-1 DO

VecNatProd(CRewardA [T], Mat, CReward^ [T+1]);
END; {Procedure Initialize_1}

{ **************************** }

PROCEDURE Relax_ (U, V, T : INTEGER);

VAR RI : REAL;

BEGIN {Procedure Relax}
R1 := Distance f[T, U] + PD [U] *BRewardA fT, U];
IF Distance' [T + 1, V] < RI THEN
BEGIN

Distance4[T + 1, VI := R1;
Parent [T + 1, V] := U

END;
END; {Procedure Relax}

{ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++}

BEGIN {Procedure Dag Long Pathl}
NEW(Distance);
NEW (Parent) ;
New (BReward);
TPath := Path;
BRewardA (Stepl := Reward^ (Stepl;
Initializel(Source, Step, IniDist, BReward);

FOR T := Step TO LTime DO
FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO
BEGIN

PP Cell[I];
Connected := Distance [T, I] > - Eps;
WHILE (PP <> NIL) AND Connected DO
BEGIN

Relax 1(I, PPA.Head, T);
PP := PPA. Next

END
END;

Expect := - 1.0;
FOR I :1 1 TO NCell DO

IF Distance^[LTime + 1, I] > Expect THEN
Expect :2 DistanceA[LTime + 1, I];

Best := -1.0;
FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO

IF Expect = Distance^[LTime + 1, I] THEN
BEGIN

TPath[Ltime] := Parent^[LTime + 1, I];
FOR T :u LTime - 1 DOWNTO Step DO

TPath(T] := Parent*fT + 1, TPath[T + 1]];
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Temp :: 0.0;
BRewardA [Step] := Reward' [Step];
FOR K := Step TO LTime DO
BEGIN

Temp := Temp + UpDate(TPath(K], K, BReward);
VecMatProd(BRewardA [K], Mat, BRewardA [K+1]);

END;
IF Temp > Best THEN
BEGIN

Best := Temp;
Path TPath

END
END;

Best := Best + IniDist;
DISPOSE (Distance);
DISPOSE (Parent);
DISPOSE (BReward);
DagLongPathl := Best;

END; {Function DagLongPathl}

{ .+++++++.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.++++ }

FUNCTION Dag Long_Path2A(Source, Step INTEGER;
IniDist REAL;
VAR DReward PMR): REAL;

f This Function computes the Longest Path, given the present position,
Ithe present time step and the matrix with the reward associtated with
leach node.

The output is the total reward (expected number of detections)
associated with this path.

VAR Connected BOOLEAN;
I, T INTEGER;
PT PAdj;
Temp REAL;
Distance PMR;

{ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ }

PROCEDURE Initialize 2A(Source, Step INTEGER;
FDist REAL);

VAR I, T INTEGER;

BEGIN (Procedure Initialize_2A}
FOR T := Step To LTime + 1 DO

FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO
DistanceA[T, I] : - 1;

DistanceA [Step, Source] :M FDist;
FOR T := Step TO (LTime - 1) DO

VecAatProd(DRewardA (T], Mat, DRewardA ET + 1]);
END; (Procedure Initialize_2A}

PROCEDURE Relax_2A(U, V, T : INTEGER);
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VAR R1 : REAL;

BEGIN (Procedure Relax_2A}
R1 := Distance [T, U] + PD(U] * DReward^[T, U];
IF Distance*IT + 1, V] < R1 THEN

Distance^IT + 1, VI R1;
END; (Procedure Relax_2A}

{ +++÷÷÷++++++÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷+÷÷÷÷÷+, }

BEGIN (Procedure DagLongPath2A}
NEW (Distance);
Initialize_2A(Source, Step, IniDist);

FOR T := Step TO LTime DO
FOR I := 1 TO NCell DO
BEGIN

PT Cell[I];
Connected := Distance* IT, I] > - Eps;
WHILE (PT <> NIL) AND Connected DO
BEGIN

Relax 2A(I, PT*.Head, T);
PT :=-PT^. Next

END
END;

Temp 0.0;
FOR I 1 TO NCell DO

IF DistanceA[LTime + 1, I] > Temp THEN
Temp := Distance^[LTime + 1, I];

DISPOSE (Distance) ;
DagLong_Path2A := Temp;

END; (Function DagLong Path2A)

{ +++++++++++++++++++++++.++++++++++++.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.}

PROCEDURE InitialSolution(VAR Sol REAL;
VAR BPath Pathl);

iThis procedure computes the maximum expected number of detections--
that can be obtained with any of the feasible paths. It also uses two
heuristics to obtain a "good" initial solution.
-------------- -- ------ -------- ------- -------------------

VAR K INTEGER;
TCover, Res REAL;
TSol, Expect REAL;
TPath PathI;

BEGIN (Procedure InitialSolution)
RewardA [1] :- Ini;
OpPath[0] :1 Searcher;
BPath (0] :s Searcher;
Path [0 :u Searcher;
TPath[0] Searcher;
Sol := 0.0;
TSol := 0.0;
PP := Cell[BPath[0]];
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WHILE PP <> NIL DO
BEGIN

Res := DagLongPathl(PP^.Head, 1, 0.0, Reward, Expect);
IF Expect >= TSol THEN
BEGIN

Sol Res; (PD associated with BPath}
TSol := Expect; {Max expected number of detections}
BPath Path {Best path so far}

END;
PP := PP^ .Next

END;

WRITELN(DataOut, 'Path maximizing E[D] '1);
FOR K := 0 TO LTime DO

WRITE(DataOut, BPath[K] :4);
WRITELN (DataOut);
WRITELN(DataOut, ' E[D] = ', TSo1:10:6);
WRITELN(DataOut, ' PD = ', Soi:10:6);
WRITELN (DataOut);

Path(l] := BPath[l];
TCover := 0.0;
FOR K := 1 TO LTime DO {Executes heuristic 1}
BEGIN

TCover := TCover + UpDate (Path[K], K, Reward);
VecMatProd(RewardA [K], Mat, Reward [K+1]);
TSol := DagLongPathl(Path[K], K, 0.0, Reward, Expect)

END;

IF TCover > Sol THEN
BEGIN

Sol := TCover;
BPath := Path

END;

WRITELN(DataOut, 'Solution of heuristic 1: ');
FOR K := 0 TO LTime DO

WRITE(DataOut, Path[K] :4);
WRITELN (DataOut);
WRITELN(DataOut, ' PD = ', TCover:10:6);
WRITELN (DataOut);

TCover 0.0;
FOR K I TO LTime DO {Executes heuristic 2}
BEGIN

PP := Cell[TPath[K-1i];
TSol := 0.0;
WHILE PP <> NIL DO
BEGIN

Res := Dag LongPathl(PPA.Head, K, 0.0, Reward, Expect);
IF Res >= TSol THEN
BEGIN

TSol := Res;
TPath[K] := PPA.Head

END;
PP := PPA.Next

END;
TCover := TCover + UpDate (TPath [K], K, Reward);
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VecMatProd (Reward* [K], Mat, RewardA [K+I);
END;

WRITELN(DataOut, 'Solution of heuristic_2: ');
FOR K := 0 TO LTime DO

WRITE (DataOut, TPath [K] :4);
WRITELN (DataOut);
WRITELN(DataOut, ' PD = ', TCover:10:6);
WRITELN (DataOut);

IF TCover > Sol THEN
BEGIN

Sol := TCover;
BPath := TPath

END;

WRITELN(DataOut, 'Initial Solution :1);
FOR K := 0 TO LTime DO

WRITE(DataOut, BPath[KI :4);
WRITELN(DataOut);
WRITELN(DataOut, ' PD = ', Sol:10:6);
WRITELN (DataOut);

END; (Procedure InitialSolution}

{ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ }

PROCEDURE Branch (Node, Time : INTEGER);

This is a recursive procedure which will perform the branch-and-bound
!steps of the program. At each branch decision, an upper bound on the
,probability of detection is computed. The procedure will call itshelf
and branch ahead in time if this bound is greater than the previous

ibest result. Otherwise, it will "fathom".
In the last time step, it will output the path and PD.

VAR PP : PAdj;
T, N : INTEGER;
RR, Gone REAL;

BEGIN (Procedure Branch)
IF Time < LTime THEN
BEGIN

RR := DagLongPath2A(Node, Time, Cover(Time-li, Reward);
Counter := Counter + 1;
IF RR >= Sol THEN (Compare bound with best result)
BEGIN

Path[Time] := Node;
Cover[Time] :l Cover(Time-i] + UpDate(Node, Time, Reward);
PP := Cell[Node];
WHILE PP <> NIL DO
BEGIN

VecMatProd(RewardA[Time], Mat, RewardA[Time + 1]);
N := PPA.Head;
Branch(N, Time + 1); (Branch ahead in time)
PP := PP .Next

END
END
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END
ELSE
BEGIN

Path[LTime] Node;
Cover[LTime] := Cover[LTime-1] + UpDate(Node, LTime, Reward);
IF Cover[LTime] >= Sol THEN
BEGIN

WRITE(DataOut, 'New Best Sol: ');
FOR T := 0 TO LTime DO

WRITE(DataOut, Path(TI :4);
WRITELN(DataOut, Cover[LTime] :10:6);
Sol Cover [LTime];
OpPath := Path

END
END;

END; {Procedure Branch}

{ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.++++++++++ }

PROCEDURE ComputeTime;
--------------------------------------------------------------

This procedure computes the time used by each algorithm.
USES DOS.

BEGIN (Procedure ComputeTime)
GetTime(Hour, Minute, Second, Hundred);
Dif := (Hour * 60) + Minute + (Second / 60) - Temp;

END; (Procedure ComputeTime)

{.+++++++++++++++++++++++++.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++}

PROCEDURE RecordTime;

J This procedure records the starting time of each algorithm.
USES DOS.

BEGIN {Procedure RecordTime)
GetTime(Hour, Minute, Second, Hundred);
Temp := (Hour * 60) + Minute + (Second / 60);

END; (Procedure RecordTime)

(+++++++++.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ }

BEGIN {Program Find Path)
ASSIGN(DataIn, 'C:\THESIS\THESISIl.txt');
ASSIGN(DataOut, 'C:\THESIS\THESISOl.txt');

RESET (DataIn) ;
ReadData(Dataln, Mat, Cell);
CLOSE (Dataln);

REWRITE (DataOut);
WRITELN(DataOut, 'Number of cells in the problem: ', NCell:4);
WRITELN (DataOut);
WRITELN(DataOut, 'Number of time steps in the problem: ', LTime:4);
WRITELN (DataOut);
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RecordTime;
NEW (Reward);
InitialSolution(Sol, BPath);
Counter :=0;
Coverfo] :=0.0;
PP :=CelltSearcher)';
WHILE PP <> NIL DO
BEGIN

Reward'[1] := Ini;
Branch(PP^.Head, 1);
PP := PP4.Net

END;
DISPOSE (Reward);
ComputeTime;

WRITELN (Data~ut);
WRITELN(DataOut, 'Optimal Solution :)
FOR J := 0TO LTime DO

WRITE(DataOut, OpPath[JJ :4);
WRITELN (DataOut);
WRITELN(DataOut, I PD = ,S01:10:6);

WRITELN (DataOut);
WRITELN(DataOut, 'Number of node evaluations: ',Counter:?);

WRITELN(DataOut, 'Computation time in minutes: ',Dif:10:6);

CLOSE (Dat aOut);
END. (Program Find Path}
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